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exams. For instance, a mammogram or

Radiology, Yale University School of Medicine, New

Images were acquired on a 1.5T Toshiba

ultrasound (sonogram) of the breast may

Haven, CT.

Vantage ultra-short bore magnet. Using a

reveal breast cancer in one area. However,

dedicated 7-channel SPEEDER breast coil,

an MRI of the breast may show that the

multiple sequences optimized for breast

cancer is in fact multi-focal; small tumors

imaging were obtained. Gadolinium was

are present in several areas of the breast.

administered at an injection rate of 2cc/sec

The decision to have an MRI breast

and the images were post-processed

exam is made case-by-case by a team

on a dedicated breast MRI workstation.

of breast care specialists. The decision

This patient received two MRI breast

may be based on the following criteria:

examinations over a period of six months.

abnormal mammogram or ultrasound, a

The first exam was ordered to evaluate

positive breast biopsy, recent diagnosis

a left breast, biopsy-proven ductal cell

for breast cancer, family history of

carcinoma. A follow-up exam was ordered

breast cancer and dense breast tissue,

to evaluate the effects of the neoadjuvent

follow up to chemotherapy treatment,

treatment to the left breast.

implants, and past radiation treatment
to the mediastinum. Determining the

BACKGROUND

extent of breast cancer with MRI can help

MRI has multiple benefits in helping to

indicate treatment: breast conserving

investigate breast concerns. An MRI

surgery (lumpectomy) or breast removal

exam allows breast images to be taken

(mastectomy). This case study will highlight

in any plane and from any orientation.

how a breast MRI evaluated the extent of a

One particular advantage of MRI is that it

biopsy proven infiltrating ductal carcinoma.

is highly sensitive to small abnormalities
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Images 1 & 2: Dynamic contrast images from first and
second follow-up exams: Upper left pre-contrast, upper
right first time point post-contrast, lower left 4th time
point post-contrast, and lower right MIP; demonstrating
the reduced size of the malignant left breast lesion preand post-neoadjuvant therapy.
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Images 3 & 4: Sagittal MIP views of the malignant left breast lesion before and after
neoadjuvant therapy.

Images 5 & 6: Comparison of CAD color overlay images demonstrating the malignant
left breast lesion before and after neoadjuvent therapy.

Images 7 & 8: Uptake curve of contrast medium in the identified malignant left
breast before and after neoadjuvant therapy.

Images 9 & 10: Histograms comparing contrast volume enhancement of the
malignant left breast lesion before (graph on left) and after (graph on right)
neoadjuvent therapy. Note the overall percentage of volume of pixels in the red zone
(type-3 washout), green zone (type-2 plateau), and blue zone (type-1 persistent).

CASE HISTORY AND FINDINGS

morphology was within normal limits without

extended anteriorly within the left upper and

breast exam was exploited for its extremely

decrease but the smaller multifocal lesions

A 49 year-old woman presented with

evidence of abnormal enhancement. No

left lower outer quadrants, consistent with

accurate method of disease detection

decreased in size and number as compared

a palpable mass in her left breast. A

significant left axillary adenopathy was

multi-focal breast disease.

throughout the breast and surrounding

to the prior MRI breast exam. Comparison

mammogram was performed depicting

demonstrated by size criteria.

anatomy. It was determined that the patient

from both MRI breast exams revealed the

a 3.0 x 3.0cm lesion. The patient’s left

The right breast demonstrated diffusely

did suffer from multifocal disease within her

later exams’ uptake curves showed a more

breast was biopsied and the mass was

The right breast parenchyma was dense

scattered punctate foci of moderate

left breast based on the contrast enhanced

benign type enhancement demonstrating

determined to be a ductal carcinoma. The

and heterogeneous. A few scattered

abnormal enhancement with predominantly

3D Quick post processed data. Multifocal

the effectiveness of the neoadjuvant

patient was then placed on chemotherapy

sub-cm cysts were noted diffusely.

benign kinetic enhancement patterns, most

disease is based on the following criteria:

chemotherapy. Fortunately, the axillary

and promptly referred for an MRI breast

Scattered 1–3mm foci of moderate

compatible with proliferative fibrocystic

exam to evaluate the extent of disease.

abnormal enhancement (100-300%) with

disease. No other suspicious mass nor

• Benign tumors are typically smooth in

node adenopathy both on the earlier and

The breast MRI revealed a 2.9 x 3.3 x

predominantly benign kinetic enhancement

abnormal enhancement patterns were

3.4cm spiculated mass within the deep

pattern (plateau and mildly progressive)

identified. The left breast MRI BI-RADS

(zone C) 1–2 o’clock position of the left
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was scaled as a category 6 equating to a

breast. The lesion demonstrated moderate

fibrocystic disease. No suspicious mass or

known cancer. Whereas the right breast
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focal abnormal enhancement was identified.

MRI BI-RADS was categorically defined
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with a predominate malignant kinetic

No right breast skin thickening was

as a category 2 equating to a benign

enhancement pattern (washout), consistent

demonstrated. The right nipple morphology

(noncancerous) finding.

with the patient’s biopsy proven infiltrating

was within normal limits without evidence of

lymphatic system was negative for lymph
shape and do not enhance

breast coil, evaluation of lymphadenopathy is
• Malignant tumors are irregular in shape

easily visualized.
In conclusion this case study demonstrates
the strengths of breast MRI related to its

• Tumors commonly have a high uptake

ability to diagnose chemotherapy tumor

curve, with rapid down-sloping as was the

response, staging and recurrence in the
clinical setting.

ductal carcinoma. Scattered 0.5–1.0 cm

abnormal enhancement. No significant right

DISCUSSION

case with this patient’s detected primary

satellite lesions were also observed extending

axillary adenopathy was demonstrated by

Breast MRI has proven to be a highly useful

mass

anteriorly within the left upper outer and

size criteria.

tool in diagnosis and monitoring of breast

left lower outer quadrants, consistent

later breast MRI exams. With the SPEEDER

cancer. Used with mammography and

The MRI breast exam was able to

with multifocal disease. The remainder

The overall impression on the left breast

ultrasound, the sensitivity and specificity

demonstrate the benefit before and after

of the left breast parenchyma was dense

was a spiculated mass, which correlated

of detection approaches 100%. This case

neoadjuvent chemotherapy to assess the

and heterogeneous. A few scattered

with the patient’s biopsy proven invasive

study demonstrated the benefits of two

left breast tumor response. The breast MRI

sub-cm cysts were noted. No left breast

ductal cancer. Several smaller scattered

follow-up MRI breast examinations over a

revealed the left breast tumor had decreased

skin thickening was present. The nipple

lesions from 0.5–1.0cm were detected that

period of 6 months post biopsy. The MRI

in size. Not only did the primary tumor
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Images 3 & 4: Sagittal MIP views of the malignant left breast lesion before and after
neoadjuvant therapy.

Images 5 & 6: Comparison of CAD color overlay images demonstrating the malignant
left breast lesion before and after neoadjuvent therapy.
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Images 7 & 8: Uptake curve of contrast medium in the identified malignant left
breast before and after neoadjuvant therapy.

Images 9 & 10: Histograms comparing contrast volume enhancement of the
malignant left breast lesion before (graph on left) and after (graph on right)
neoadjuvent therapy. Note the overall percentage of volume of pixels in the red zone
(type-3 washout), green zone (type-2 plateau), and blue zone (type-1 persistent).
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Images 1 & 2: Dynamic contrast images from first and
second follow-up exams: Upper left pre-contrast, upper
right first time point post-contrast, lower left 4th time
point post-contrast, and lower right MIP; demonstrating
the reduced size of the malignant left breast lesion preand post-neoadjuvant therapy.
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